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Let K be a number field of degree N over the rational numbers and F 
a binary form of degree d with coefficients in K. Let J be a fractional ideal 
of K. We shall prove a result on representations by the mapping 
F:JxJ+K. 
Let S, be the set of Azhimedean absolute values of K and let S be a finite 
set of absolute values containing S, . In [2] a similar problem was considered 
where J was replaced by the ring of S-integers of K and one asked how many 
pairs landed in a parallelotope under the mapping given by F. In this paper 
we ask for the number, n(B), of classes of solutions from J x J of 
where we “divide out” by the multiplicative action of the S-units, U, , on 
K x K. The answer has the form 
n(B) = CB2’d + OQqlog B)b), 
where 
B = B II J Ilid and /I -I /Is = -g II J IL?. 
The constant c depends upon the ideal class of J and a and b depend upon 
the iktial data, i.e., K, F, and S. To ensure that the error term is of a smaller 
order than the main term, it is necessary that d > 4N. The author has not 
seen a method for lowering this bound on d. In the case S = S, , then n(B) 
is the number of (x, y) E j x J modulo the action of the group of units U, 
such that 
! ~K,&TG Y)) I < B. 
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The problem was originally studied by Siegel and Mahler for the rational 
numbers and the reader is referred to [I] for details. In a later paper, Parry [3] 
considered binary forms over arbitrary number fields, but gave no asymptotic 
formulas. We shall follow the general approach of Mahler. In Section 6 we 
estimate the number of solutions which do not satisfy certain boundedness 
conditions at S, . This is accomplished by an application of Roth’s theorem. 
Also, we show that we may assume that 11 F(x, ?I) IIv takes on only a bounded 
number of values for ZI E S -- S, . This reduces the problem to counting 
certain bounded solutions. It is here one encounters the greatest technical 
difficulties in going from the rational numbers to arbitrary number fields. 
In Sections 1 and 2 we construct two domains in Euclidean space, one a 
conelike fundamental domain for the action of U on K x K, and the other a 
hyperbolic domain determined by the product inequality above. The inter- 
section of these two domains yields one in which we want to count lattice 
points of a certain type which lie in a bounded region. But this bounded part 
of the domain is not obtained by homogeneous expansion of some fixed 
domain. Hence one must prove a certain proposition in Section 3 concerning 
the topological nature of the boundary of the domain in order to estimate the 
error in lattice-point counting by topological methods. A counting lemma is 
proved in Section 5 and the results of the preceding sections are put together 
in Section 7 to give the asymptotic formula. A reduction of the problem is 
contained in Section 4 as well as the machinery required to define the con- 
stant c, . We should remark here that the representation (which Mahler 
gives in [I]) of cO as a product of constants, one for each non-Archimedean 
absolute value in S, does not generalize to fields with class number greater 
than one. 
A word about notational conventions. Constants, usually denoted by lower- 
case c’s, will depend upon the initial data unless otherwise stated. We may 
often’ introduce a constant which is understood to depend upon initial data 
without formally stating “there exists a constant c such that. . . .” Also, the 
use of “sufficiently large” (or “small”) means that the criterion for sufficiency 
depends upon the initial data. 
1. THE DOMAIN C 
If ~1 is an absolute value on K, let 1 12) be normalized so that it agrees with 
one of the usual absolute values on the rational numbers Q. Let 
N, = [Kv : QJ (where K, is the completion of K with respect to o, etc.) 
and put 11 jjz) = 1 I+. Also put 1 X~ ,..., X, Jv = maxi ) xi ID and similarly for 
II Xl ,***, .E”,, 112) * If z, is Archimedean and C the complex numbers, let 
(TV : K -+ C be a fixed monomorphism inducing v on K. We shall often 
regard K, as embedded in C and hence write I I instead of 1 Iv. 
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If Y is a set, denote Y x Y by Ytz). Define 
and put coordinates on W as follows. Choose a fixed ordering or ,..., v, of 
the members of S, . By using the obvious structure of W as (niL1 Kui)(B)t 
regard members of W as pairs (x, y) where x, y E n2rz,, K,0i . Let (xi , y,) be 
the pair of ith coordinates of x and y, respectively. For k, equal to one or 
two, let rl be the number of v E S, such that N, equals one or two, respect- 
ively. Then IiTs R’1 x 0 g IW where R denotes the real numbers. 
Put Ki?)* equal to the set of all (x, y) E Kk’) such that not both x and y 
are zero. Let 
Then IV’ is a subset of W gotten by deleting a finite number of real subspaces 
of codimensions one or two. 
Let H be the hyperplane in R’ defined by x:il, N,X, = 0, where Ni = NVi. 
Define mappings 
by &G Y) = (log I ~1, ~1 I ,..., log 1 x, , yr 1) and by letting h be the projection 
of R’ onto H parallel to the vector (1, I,..., 1). The inclusions of K into each 
K., induce one of K into JJLr Kvi and hence one of K@) into IV. 
Let f : C -+ IV’ be the map f(u) = (u, 24). Then the image of 7J in H 
under h o g of is a discrete lattice of maximal rank, Y - 1. Let A be a 
fixed fundamental domain for this lattice. In general, we shall assume 
fundamental domains for lattices are obtained from bases for the lattices by 
taking linear combinations of basis vectors with scalars from [0, 1). Put 
Cl = (h 0 g)-” (A). 
Then we may regard C, as a subset of IV. 
LEMMA 1. Let r be the goup of roots of unity in K and suppose (x, y) E W. 
Then. there is some u E U such that (ux, uy) E C, and u’ IS U satisfies 
(u’x, u’y) E Cl if and only ;fu’zY1 E r. 
Proof. Using “generic components” in R’ for simplicity, we have 
g(ux, UJJ) = (log I ux, ICY I> = (log I u I) + (log I x, y I). 
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Since h is linear and (log 1 u i) E H, we see 
(h 0 g) (w uy) = (log I u I) + wg I 5, y I) 
= (log I u I> + (h 0 g) (x, Y>. 
It is now clear that for precisely one coset of r in U, (h o g) (UX, my) E A. 
Suppose that N1 = 1. Then define C, to be the set of all (x, y) E w’ such 
that x1 > 0 or y1 > 0 if q = 0. In case N1 = 2 and k is the cardinality of r, 
define C’s to be the set of all (x, y) E w’ such that, if x1 # 0, then 
0 < argument X~ < 2r/k, and if x1 = 0, then 0 < argument yr < 2r/k. 
LEMMA 2. Let (x, y) E w’. Then there is precisely one y E r such that 
(r-? YY> E c2 - 
The lemma is clear when we examine (yx, , ryr). Note that N1 = 1 
implies that I’ = {& 11. 
Put c = c, n ca . 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (x, y) E w’. Then : 
(1) there is a unique u E U such that (ax, uy) E C; 
(2) there is a constant c depending on the choice of A such that ;f (x, y) E C, 
then Ixi,yrI <~~x~,yj~foraZli,j; 
(3) ;f a E R, a > 0, and fG is the homeomorphism of W into itseIf which 
multiplies each coordinate by a, then C is mapped homeomorphically onto itself. 
Proof. The first statement is immediate from the lemmas. If (x, y) E C, 
then g(q y) = (b) + 6 where (b) = (b, b ,..., b) for some b E R and 6 E A. 
Clearly 
jloglxB,yij -log)xj,yj) <diameterA. 
The second assertion follows from this. If (x, y) E C, , then 
(h 0 g> (ax, ar> = Wg I a I> + g(x, Y)) = (h 0 g> (x, Y>. 
Hence fa gives a homeomorphism of C, . But it also is immediate for Ca , 
hence for C. This proves (3). 
COROLLARY. If (x, y) E Kfi)*, then there is a unique u E U such that 
(ux, uy) E C and 1 x, y Iv < c 1 x, y Iv, for ~1, v’ E S, . 
LEMMA 3. The only boundary point of C which does not lie in w’ is (0,O). 
If (x, y) E W’, then (x, y) E XT if and onl$ if (h o g) (x, y) E aA. 
Proof. The first statement follows from (2) above. The second follows 
from the first and the fact that h o g is locally surjective. 
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2. THE DOMAIN D(I) 
Let F be a binary form of degree d > 2 with coefficients in K. We shall 
assume that F has no repeated roots (see [2], p. 599, for terminology) and 
that no root lies in K. This latter assumption guarantees that (x, y) E &Y)* 
implies F(x, y) # 0. 
Embed the coefficients of F into C by the map (T,: : K -+ C and call the 
resulting binary form Fi . Let 01, B be positive real numbers and define D(a) 
to be the set of all (x, y) E V such that 
Let D.&a) consist of all (x, y) E D(a) such that / xi ,yi j < fi for i = l,..., 1. 
If a E R, a > 0, then fa (see Proposition 1) induces homeomorphisms of 
D(a) with D(oladN) and of Da(a) with Daa(mdN). 
Next we prove an abstract lemma giving a certain volume estimation. Let 
x r ,..., h, be fixed complex numbers and ql, q2 two non-negative integers with 
q1 + q2: = q. Let E be the domain in R*l x CQ2 defined by 
~X1-~lJ~~“~(xQ-Xq~NQ~k, 
I xi I < 1 for i = l,..., q, 
where Ni is one or two depending on whether xi is a coordinate from R or C, 
respectively, and k is a positive real number, 
LEMMA 4. As k approach zero, we have 
volume E = O(k(log k-l)y-l) = O(k(2d-1)‘2d). 
Proof. It suffices to let E be the domain 
N1 
g?iL 
-a- 1 xy INa < 12, 
1 xi 1 for i = l,..., q, 
where M depends upon the x’s. Hence, shrinking each coordinate by factor 
M-l, it suffices to show the formula for E in the case that M = 1. For 
Ni = 1 we may assume by symmetry that ti = xi > 0. For Ni = 2, change 
to polar coordinates on C and let ti = / xi I . The part of E such that @ < k 
for any i has volume O(k). The remaining part of E has volume bounded by 
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PROPOSITION 2. If /3 is sz@cientZy large, then 
volume ((D(1) - Da(l)) n C) = 0(j3N(5-2d)12). 
Proof. By breaking down w’ into 2r subsets, we may assume that, if 
(x,y)~W’, then (“ci,yi] =lyi] f or all i. One knows (see [22], p. 599) that 
I Fi(xi,yi) i b 4 x,,Yi Id min, (1, I Wvi) - h I>, 
where h varies over roots of Fi . If (x, y) E D(1) A C we may write 
where I is a certain subset of {I,..., r} and Aj is a certain root of Fj . Change 
coordinates by g where g(x, y) = (u, y) ’ IS g iven by ui = (xi/yi) for i = I,..., T. 
Then g is defined on a certain open subset of W. We may assume that 
1 xi , yr ] is largest of the / xi , yi 1 [and hence 1 xi , yr 1 > /3 if (x, y) 4 Ds( l)]. 
Then, putting t = ] yr 1 , in the new coordinates we have 
fl ( Uj - Aj INj < C2 (yl IedN = C2twdN 
iel 
I ui I d 1 for i = l,..., I 
since N = Nr + ..* + iVr . If /3 is sufficiently large, then c&-“~ is sufficiently 
small to apply the previous lemma. Noting that the Jacobian of g-l is 
JJ1-i 1 yi ]Nc which is bounded by c4tN, we have that the volume as desired is 
bounded by 
c5 
s 
; (t-Nd)(2d-l)/Zd . fi tNi . t?f . tNl-l dt = c5 1; t’N’5-“d’/2)-I& 
= O(/.jN(5--2d)/Z). 
By applying f,+/Nd to W, we obtain the 
COROLLARY. Let ck = volume (D(1) n C). If /3 is su$icie~ztz’y large, then 
volume (D,(l) n C) = c& + O(/3N(5--Pd)‘2). 
If pa-l/Nd is su#iciently large, then 
volume (DB(cx) n C) = c&?‘~ + 0(,(2d-1)‘2d/3N(5-2d)‘2). 
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3. REGULARITY 0~ a(D,(l) n C) 
Let E be a subset of R”. For E > 0 define E[E] to be the set of all points in 
R” whose distance from E is not greater than E. We say that E is regular with 
constant c if, for sufficiently small E > 0, 
volume E[E] < CE. 
Later, for our lattice-point counting we shall need to know that a(D,( 1) n C) 
is regular with a specific constant depending on /3. The purpose of this 
section is to exhibit both the regularity and the constant. 
Call E parametrixable in codimension q if there exists a finite family of 
Cl-mappings, fj : I+Q -+ R”, where I is the unit interval, such that 
E C Uj fj(Im--4). Often one can show a given set is parametrizable, hence we 
shall prove 
LEMM.4 5. If E is parametvixable in codimension one, then E is regular. 
Proof. If suffices to show f(P-‘) is regular where f : Im-l + R” is a 
P-mapping. Let c be the maximum of the norm off’ on Im-l and suppose 
that 0 < E < 1. We may partition P-1 into at most (2/~)“-r subsets of diam- 
eter less than #%. Let P be such a subset. Then the diameter of f(P) 
is less than cml/%. Therefore f(P) [ ] E is contained in a ball of radius 
( CVP + 1) E and hence has volume O(P). Hence it follows that the volume 
off(P-I) [c] is O(E). 
Since 
?(D,(l) n C) c (X$,(l) n C) u (D&l) n X), 
we are reduced to determining the regularity of aD,(l) n c and Da(l) n 8C 
separately. We shall do this first for Da(l) n X. Throughout the rest of this 
section, we shall assume that fi is sufficiently large and that E < /I. 
LEMMA 6. Let R be the set of all (x, y) G K, such that mxl 1 xi , yi jN i = I. 
Then R may be parametrized in codimension two. 
Proof. For i = l,..., r, choose ti to be either 1 q / or j yi j . Let b vary 
over an indexing set, the elements of which denote the 2’ possible families 
of choices. Let IV, be the subset of IV such that ti + 0 for all i and by con- 
fusion of notation, let b : W, -+ Rr be given by 
b(x, y) = (log t, ,..., log t,.)e 
Regard A as embedded in Rr and put Mb = b-1(&l). Then clearly (x, y) E n/;r, 
if and only if 
fit:i=l and (hob)(x,y)E&l. 
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Recalling Lemma 3, we see that R _C ul, il& where there are 2T possible b’s. 
Hence we need only show that such an Mb is parametrizable in codimension 
two. If p E Mb , then from the definition of b it is clear there is a subset of 
W, containingp which is mapped diffeomorphically by 6 onto a neighborhood 
of b(p). From this,fact one may conclude that the differential of b at p gives a 
surjection of the tangent space at p onto that at b(p). Hence, since &l is 
contained in a union of planes of codimension two in Rr, by transversality 
we see that Mb is contained in a union of submanifolds of W, of codimension 
two. Hence any compact subset of ill, is parametrizable in codimension two. 
But R is clearly compact since it is closed and 1 xi , yi 1 < c ( xj , yj ] for all 
i, j implies R is bounded. Hence R may be parametrized in codimension two. 
Let 
R,=f(x,y)~irC,I~I”i,y1/~Il 
i=l 
and suppose that fj : 12N-2 -+ IV is a parametrizing family for R. Define 
fi : P-l -+ IV by f J.((s), t) = (t * fj(;:(s)) where (s) EP--~ and t ~1. Then 
f; is a parametrizing family for RI in codimension one. 
From the simple product structure of C’s , it is immediate that, if 
then R, may be parametrized in codimension one since it is a compact subset 
of a finite union of real hyperplances in W. Hence RI U R, is parametrizable 
in codimension one. 
LEMMA 7. There is a constant c such that Da(l) n aC is regular with con- 
stant c~F~-~. 
Proof. Under the mapping fs-l : W+ W, we observe that (D,( 1) n XT) [E] 
is taken into (D,(l) n EC) [qV]. But X _C X1 u Xs so that 
al(l) n ac_cp,(l) n aq u (al(l) n ac,) C RI u R,. 
Hence 
volume (D&l) n ac) [FJ < jlzNc+?-l = &P-k 
In the remainder of this section we shall determine the regularity of 
so,(l) n (7. Let 
I@) = {(x, y) E W ) 1 xi ,yi ) < #I for i = l,..., Y). 
Then Q(l) = D( 1) n H(jl) and hence 
aw) c w(l) n w9) u P(l) n wm. 
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The mapping jF-l : W-t W takes (aH(@) [e] into (aH(1)) [e/F]. Since 
BH(1) is compact and contained in a union of submanifolds of W, it follows 
that it is regular and so there is some constant us such that 
volume (aH(1)) [+-l] = 0($-l) 
if $-r ,( ~~ . If </Z-l > 6s , then, as above, this volume is O(1) = O(qW). 
Hence 
volume (ali( [<I = 0(~/3~-r). 
Therefore D( 1) n aH(p) is regular with constant cpzN-l for some c depending 
on initial data. 
Turning our attention to aD(l) n H(/?) we shall next prove that we need 
only consider points which lie outside U(&). We shall take /3, = max (j3; , cOe) 
where /3I, is chosen large depending on initial data and ca is determined by 
/3;, and initial data. The purpose of & is to allow us to assume that ,Be is s&i- 
ciently large. 
LEMMA 8. The set i?D( 1) n H&B,) is regular with a constant .$lm*-l where c 
depends on iktial data, 
Proof. Define G : W + R by 
G(s,y) = fj I F&q ,y<) IN,. 
i=l 
Then G may be regarded as a function of 2N real variables such that 
aD(l) = G-r( 1). If we can show that at least one of the partial derivatives of G 
does not vanish at any given point of 30(l), then we shall have that aD(l) is a 
submanifold of W and hence aD(l) n H(&) is regular since it is compact. 
Let z be one of the real coordinates in KL:’ (for all i such that Ni = 2, use 
Cartesian coordinates on K,( = C). Then 
If we are on aD(l), then none of the Fi are zero. But in [2], p. 605, it is shown 
that, if a binary form is nonzero at a point, then one of its partial derivatives 
does not vanish there. Hence we may assume (i3(\ F, I)/&) f 0 and so 
(??G/%) # 0. Therefore there is a constant q, such that N(j3J is regular with a 
constant depending on initial data. Put c0 = &;“. Then E < es implies 
C,E < j3; . Therefore /3,, = & , and so H(P,) is regular with a constant depend- 
ing on initial data. If E > F,, , then we have &, = cs~, and so 
volume (aD(I) n H&J) [c] = O(.@‘) = O(+“-I) 
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since E < ,6. Therefore we have cB*~--~ as a regularity constant in this case, 
and hence in both cases since we assume ,8 large. 
We are finally reduced to showing that the set of all (x, y) E so(l) n c 
such that & < 1 xi , yi 1 < ,8 for all 1 < i ,< r is regular. Note that the lemma 
above allows us to assume that ,&, < 1 xi, yi 1 for some i; but since 
( xi , yi 1 < c 1 xj , yj 1 for any i, j and (x, y) E c, we may make the broader 
assumption by replacing & with c&, . By partitioning Z)(l) n C’ into 2’ 
classes, we may assume that 1 xi , yi ) = I yi I for all i. Let g : W’ -+ w’ be the 
change of coordinates g(x, y) = (u, y) where zli = (xi/yi) for i = I,..., Y. Then 
(u, y) Eg(aD(1)) if and only if 
Note that, had we assumed that ( xi , yi I = j xi / for some indices, it would 
be necessary to alter g in an obvious manner. Also, some Fi( 1, zli) terms would 
have appeared in the formula above. 
LEMMA 9. Theve is a constant c such that the follozving is satisjied. Let 
(u,Y) E&W) n @> with I xi ,yi I 3 PO f or all i. Suppose (y’) is such that 
1 yi - y; I < E for all i. Then there is a point (u’) such that (u’, y’) Eg(aD(1)) 
and 1 ui - 24; ( < ce 1 y1 l-‘for all i. 
Proof. By assuming ,!$ is sufficiently large, we have that JJL=, I yi I-dlvf 
is small and hence nLz, ) Fi(zli , 1) jlvi is small. Let 1 F,(u, , 1) I achieve the 
minimum for I Fi(zli , 1) I . Then I F,(u, , 1) j is small and hence u, is near 
some root h. Since F,(X, 1) h as no repeated roots, it follows that, for t suffi- 
ciently near h, the map t +F,(t, 1) gives an analytic isomorphism of a neigh- 
borhood of )I in Ku, with a neighborhood of 0 in Kv, . Suppose this neighbor- 
hood of 0 contains a disk in Kv, of radius p > 0. 
Define G(.z; ,..., a,.) by 
G(z, ,..., z,) = fi 1 $‘i(ui, 1) I--Nf’Nl f-I Z;dNi’Nle 
i=z i=l 
Note that G(j yr 1 ,..., I Y.~ I) = 1 F,(u, , 1) / . Now suppose that (y”) satisfies 
( yi - y; ( < E for all i. Then 
,fi I y; 1--dNi’N1 < 2* g I Yi ledNilN1 
since c, > 2 and 1 yi j > & > co< imply / y; 1-1 < 2 / yi 1-l for all i. Hence 
GO Y; I ,---, 1% I> < 2’ I&@, 9 1) I < 1. 
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put Gi = (i3G/%,). Then since Gi = (- &Vi/N,) G.z;l, we may conclude 
Therefore 
I G(/ Y; I ,--., I Y; I) - WI ~1 I ,.-my I Y? I) I G GE I YI l--l- 
By assuming /3; sufficiently large, I F,(u, , 1) ( will be small. Furthermore, 
c,, large implies that CUE / y1 1-i is small since E / y1 1-l < c;l. Hence we may as- 
sume w I y1 1-l + I Fl(ul, 1) I < p. In this case there exists u; E Kvl such that 
I F&d , 1) I = G(l Y; I ,..., j y: I). Moreover we have i ui - u; 1 < C*E i yi [--I 
since we have a bound on the derivative of F;i on the disk of radius 9. For 
i = 2,..,, Y we set U; = ui and hence we have a point (u’, yij ~g(aD(lj) such 
that jui--u;j$cejy,j-lforalli. 
At this point we must prove a volume-estimation lemma to be used in the 
final regularity argument. 
Let i = l,..., q and suppose we are given fields Ki and polynomials 
p,(X) E K,[X] such that each Ki is either R or C and each pi has no repeated 
roots. Put Ni equal to one if Ki = R and equal to two if Ki = C. If h is a 
root of pi , then the map ui +pi(zli) gives an analytic isomorphism of a 
neighborhood of X with a neighborhood of 0 in Ki e Choose constants 
0 < co < 1 and c, > 1 satisfying the following two conditions for all i: 
(1) j pi(M,) j < c,, implies ui is in one of these neighborhoods where local 
isomorphism holds and (l/c,) < j p;(u.J j < ci ; 
(2) if I Ui / < 2, then / pi(Ui) I < ci and / pl(uJ / < ci . It is clear that c, 
and c1 can be so chosen. Define k, ,..., k, inductively by 
i 1 
Nl 
kl=+ , 
and put 6, = (c,/2cl) (16c3)-q+i. One notes that 4k~I(N1+.~.+N~) = c,, and 
6, ,< (4). 
LEMMA 10. Let k < k, and 6 < 6,. Let E be the set of all (u) E ny=, Ki 
such that 
j ui j < 1 for aZZ i and I PlhJN1 --.P&~)~Q j = k. 
Then there exists a constant c, independent of k and S, such that volume E[S] < 13. 
Proof. (1) We shall prove the result by induction on q. For q = 1, 
E is the set of ur E Kl such that I u1 I < 1 and ! pr(~~~l j = k. Since 
j p,(z~) 1 = klIN1 < (c,/4), we have that E consists of a number of components 
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(bounded by the degree of pi) each of which is mapped by ur --+pJuJ into 
E1 where El is the set of x E K1 satisfying [ z 1 = KrINl. Noting that 
FN1 + c,S < (3c,/4), and hence that local isomorphism holds on E[S], we 
see that E[S] is mapped into E,[clS]. Hence, since the volume of E,[c,S] is 
bounded by I+$ for some ca , we have that 
volume E[S] < cac,N+% < cS. 
(2) Now assume the lemma is true for q - 1 polynomials and assume the 
hypotheses for-p, ,..., p, are satisfied. Note that choices for c,, and cr satisfying 
these hypotheses also satisfy the hypotheses for p, ,...,&i . Let 
(Ul ,-mm, zcq) E E[S]. Then there exists (u; ,..., ~6) E E such that ( ui - u,; 1 < 6 
for all i. Suppose j pl(u;) 1 is smallest and j p&u;) 1 largest among the 1 p,(~;) 1 . 
Then 
I P&4 I G WN < I P&) I * 
We have / pr(~;)“r .**p,(z#~ 1 = k or 
1 pl(u;) j = PI 1 pz(zl;)N~‘N~ ** * p*(U;)NJN1 1-l. 
Put 
G(X2 ,..., X*) = Pypn(X,)N~‘N’ - .’ p,(X#p”y. 
Then 
I G(u; ,..., 4) I = I PlM> I - 
(3) Suppose that S < (2c,)-l k1IN where N = Nr + .*. + N, . Let 
U: E K, satisfy ) ui - u,” 1 < 6. Then 
I p&g -P&4) I < 4 < (Q) PN < ($1 I P,(4) I * 
Therefore (a) I p,(zli) I < j p,($) j and hence 
(4) I PlM> I G (4) I P,(4) I G I P&h) I * 
It follows that 
1 G(u; y .. . . u;ml , u;) I < 4 I G(u; ,..., u;-~ , u;) I G 4f~“~ < co . 
We are in a position to apply the local isomorphism ur -pr(~+), and in 
doing so, we obtain u; E Kr such that 
I P&J;) I = I G(4 ,..., 4-1 , ~3 I 
and 
I P,(4) -PM> I < I GM ,..a, 4) - G(u; ,..., ~8) I . 
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Since (aG/aX,) = - (N,/N,) Gp~(X,)p,(X,)-l, we note that 
< 2 - 4 ) G(u; ,..., 4 I Cl * 2 IPlW 1-l 
B 16~1 I pr(u;> I I A@;> I-’ = 16% . 
From this bound on the derivative, it follows that 
I G(u; ,..., u;) - G(u; ,..., u;) j < 165 j u; - u; j < 16~~6. 
Therefore i pr(z~;) - pJu;l) j f 16~9 or ) .& - ZL; j < 16c,%. 
Hence, given (~1 ,..., up.) E E[S], we may assume there exists (q ,..., q-r ) 
un) such that 
) wi j < 1 for l<i<q--l, 
I Pl(WljN1 a-* pp-l(wa-J- p&p 1 = k, 
jut-wi) < 16c,% for l<i<p-1, 
and 
I P,h> I > ($1 WN. 
Put K’ = k j ~,(u,)-~Q j , 6’ = 16~~~6, and E’ to be the set of all 
(wl ,..., w,-,) E ntz: I& such that 
I wi I < 1 for all i 
and 
I Pl(WdN1 ‘--p,&wa-l)N~-’ 1 = k’. 
Then, given (uI ,..., u,) E E[S], we may assume that (ur ,..., U& E E’[S’]. 
We are now in a position to apply the induction assumption and need only 
check that k’ < kqel and 6’ < 6,-r . But these are verified immediately. 
Therefore 
volume E’[S’] < C’S’ = ~‘(16~~~) 6. 
Integrating over all uq satisfying j uq 1 < 2, we get that volume E[S] < ES. 
(4) Now assume that 6 > (2c,)-1 kljN. Then if (~1 ,..., zlqj E E[S], there 
exists (24; ,..., u:) E E with j ui - U; / < S for all i. But if 1 pl(u;) 1 is smallest 
among all the j $Q(u;) 1 , we may conclude that j pr(Q / < klfNI or, for some 
root h of p, , 
I 4 - x I d Cl I P&4> I < cPN. 
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Hence 
[ u1 - h [ < 6 + C,WN < 8 + 2c,“6 = c,s. 
Therefore (z+ ,..., u4) is contained in one of a bounded number of “slabs”. 
of volumes less than ca6. Hence in this case we also get volume E[8] < ~6. 
PROPOSITION 3. There is a constant c such that a(D,( 1) n C) is regular with 
constant c/LF~-~ fm /3 su@ciently large arzd E < /3. 
Proof. Because of the preceding reductions, we need only show the 
regularity of all (x, y) E aD(1) n c with &, < 1 xi , yi ( < p for all i. Call this 
set M. 
If (x, y) E M[E] then there exists (x’, y’) EM such that 1 xi - X: ( < E and 
1 yi - yi ( < E for all i. We may assume that ( X: , y; 1 = ( y; j for all i. 
Putting (u, y) = g(zc, y) and (u’, y’) = g(x), y’) whereg is the map of Lemma 9, 
we note that, as in the proof of that lemma, 1 yi 1-l < 2 / yi /-I, and hence 
Therefore if (u, y) ~g(M[c]) th en we may assume there exists (u’, y’) Ed 
such that / ui - u; ( < clc ( y; 1-i and ( yi - yi 1 < E for all i. By Lemma 9, 
there is a point (u”) such that (u”, y) Eg(aD(l)) and j U: - ~4; 1 < cze [ y; 1-l. 
Therefore I ui - uj’ j < CUE / y1 j -1. Put L(y) equal to the set of all (w) such 
that (w, y) Eg(aD(1)). Such a (zu) satisfies 
Moreover, (u) as above belongs to L(y) [CUE Iyi I-‘]. By taking c, large, we 
force C+ j y1 j--l to be sufficiently small to apply Lemma 10 since 
Also fll, 1 yi lmaNi is sufficiently small. Hence 
volumeL(y) [cs~ 1 y1 I-l] < CUE Iy1 1-l. 
If we put t = 1 yr 1 , then, recalling the Jacobian of g-1 is O(tN), we have that 
J 8--E volume M[c] < c5 I%-6 Eel . fi ,fjNi . tN - tr”r1 dt < c6~@2N-1 
assuming that /3 is sufficiently large. 
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4. REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM 
In this section we shall define two important constants and show that, if 
we can prove the asymptotic formula for the case in which F has integral 
coefficients and J is selected from a fixed family of ideal class representatives, 
then the formula is true for F with arbitrary coefficients and for arbitrary 
ideals. 
Given F, define the constant c, = cc by 
c m = 4Tg j 9 1-l [volume (D(1) n C)] 
where 9 is the discriminant of K and D(1) = ZF(1) [i.e., F is the form used 
in defining D(l)]. Note that if a E K*, then since 
volume (P(I) n C) = n jj a Ii:’ [volume (O@(l) n C)], 
OES, 
we have 
Choose 2 to be a complete family of representatives of the ideal classes of 
K such that if J E 9, then J is integral and ZI E S, implies !! J !lD = 1 (where 
/j J jlU means the supremum of (j x liv for all s E J and S,, is the set of non- 
Archimedean absolute values in S). We shall use this family of representatives 
throughout the rest of the paper and it should be regarded as depending on 
the initial data. 
If B is a non-Archimedean absolute value, denote the value group of j! I/+,. 
by Vv . Put J&es0 V, . Define maps g : Us -+ K(“‘* and h : BY* -+ V by 
g(u) = (21, U) and h(x, Y)~ = /I X, y l/.l, . Although h is not a homomorphism, 
h o g is. It is clear that the kernel of h o g is U, so by the unit theorem, 
rank (h o g) (Us) = (rank Us) - (rank U) = s - T, 
where s is the cardinality of S. We conclude that (h o g) (U,) is of finite 
index in V. Choose B to be a complete set of coset representatives of the 
quotient. Since for any c > 0 we may find u E Us with \j u ji2) < c for all 
z, E S, , it is clear we may assume that 01 E A satisfies E, < 1 for all 2, E S, . 
LEMMA 11. Given (x, y) E Kc2)*, there exists u E U, such that (ux, uy) is 
S-reduced, i.e., h(ux, uy) f A. Moreover, there is preci.sely one representative of 
each orbit of 77, which is S-reduced and lies in C. 
Proof. The first statement follows from the definition of A once we 
observe that h(ux, uy) = (g o h) (u) . h(x, y). Now suppose that (x, y) and 
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(UX, my) are both S-reduced and lie in C where u E U, . But it is immediate 
from the first argument that h(x, y) E A and (g o h) (u) . h(x, y) E A, hence 
(g o h) (u) is the identity, or I( ZJ /IV = 1 for all v E S,, . Therefore II E U. 
Hence since both (x, y) and (ux, my) are in C, they must be equal. 
Note that there is a constant c > 0 such that if (x, y) is S-reduced, then 
c < 11 x,y /Iv ,( 1 for all v E S, . 
Define functions 0 : K* + V and p : V -+ R by 0(x), = 11 x (12) for x E K*, 
and ~(4 = JLs, 01, for (Y E 17. Given a binary form F and v E S,, , choose 
e, = evF E V,> such that jj a/n!m! JIzi e, < 1 where a varies over all coefficients 
of F and n, m satisfy n + m = l,..., d. Also assume e, < 01, for all E E A. 
Let e = 8 = nuEsO e, F. If J E $ and 01 E V, put J(a) equal to the set of all 
x E J such that /I x jlD < e,%, for all v E S, . If J is an arbitrary ideal, by 
J(“)* we mean all of J(“) except (0,O). 
LEMMA 12. Let J E f and let (x, y) E J”)* be S-reduced. Suppose 
e(F(x, y)) = c-i and (u, 4 E J(a) (2). Then (x + u, y + w) is S-reduced and 
e(F(x + u, y + 4) = 01. 
Proof. Let v E S, . Then since /I x, y I(* < 1, we have that 
01~ = I[ F(x, y) [IV < e;i and so II U, w jll) d e,201, < e, . Hence II x, y llV > a, 
implies /I x + U, y + w j Izl = [I x, y I[* . Therefore (x + U, y + W) is S- 
reduced. 
By a Taylor expansion, 
F(x + u, y + w) = F(x, y) + c (fi!m!)-‘Fnm(x, y) u”w”z 
where the sum is taken over all n, m > 0 such that n + nz > 1. But 
1) (n!m!)-lF,,(x, y) u”wnz /IV < e;l * eV201, < 01, .
Therefore 11 F(x + u, y + w) lIzi = 01, .
Hence the properties of (x, y) E J (2) that it is S-reduced and that 
B(F(x, y)) = 01 are constant on the cosets of J(a)(a) in Jtz). Put c(a) = cFJ(a) 
to be the number of cosets of J(cx)(~) in 1’“) such that the members of such a 
coset are S-reduced and such that B(F(r, y)) = 01 for (x, y) in the coset. 
We want to define the constant c, by using the c(a), but it is first necessary to 
estimate the magnitude of c(a). To do this, we prove two preparatory lemmas. 
LEMMA 13. Let (II E V, J E $, and Q a positive number. Then the number 
of (x, y) E J(“) such that (x, y) is S-reduced, I x, y IV < Q fM v E S, , and 
II F(x, Y) llv -G “,for v E SO 7 fi WW Q”v)- 
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Proof. For v E S, , we have 
Since (x, y) is S-reduced, there is some cs > 0 such that if aV < c, , then we 
may write cs~l, >, j[ (X/Y) - A, jjV for some root A,. For each family of roots 
(A,) which arises in this manner for various (x, y), choose x E K satisfying 
!! z - A,” !j2) < caa, for z, E S, with M?, < cs , and jj z j!* 4 1 for z’ ES,, with 
CX~ > cs and for v 4 S. The number of families is cleariy bounded by dSmr. Let 
(x, y) and z be associated with one such family. Then for v E S, with mu < cs , 
we have 
II x -YZ II v < !lY II* 1; $ - x /IO < C3% - 
For v E S, with 01~ > c, , jj x - yx jjzi < 1 < c;%, . For v 6 S, 
/j x - yx jlw < 1. Finally, for v E S, f j x ju < 8. Hence for a fixed y, the 
number of possible x: such that (x, y) is associated with this family is 
O@(a) QN). Since y is integral and satisfies 1 y ! L, < ,O for v E S, , the number 
of possible y is O(Q”). Hence the number of possible (x, y) is O@(a) Q2y). 
IfL is a discrete lattice of maximum rank in euclidean space, by the diameter 
of L we mean the minimum of metric space diameters of the fundamental 
domains of L. The next lemma allows us to choose “good” fundamental 
domains for certain lattices. 
LEMMA 14. Let J be an integral ideal of index m. If L is the lattice ariskg 
from the natural embedding of ] into RN, then (diameter L) < cml/N. 
Proof. Suppose J = a]’ where a E K* and y E ,$. We may change a 
by a unit factor and still preserve the equation, hence we may assume that 
( a (.D < ci j a IV, for all v, v’ E S, for a constant c1 depending only upon 
initial data. Therefore, for v’ E S, 
But one checks immediately that 
[lr : Jj = [I : J’l WE I! a IlZ- 
co 
Hence j a IV) < csm1/2V. Therefore if L’ is the lattice obtained by embedding 
J’, we have 
(diamter L) < csml’N(diameter L’) < c3m4-jN. 
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LEMMA IS. Let J E j and suppose for some (x, y) E J(“) zue have 
B(F(x, y)) = Lx. Thf?n C-Q) = O(p(ol)-1). 
PYOOJ Let v E S, . Since 01~ = /lF(x, y) ll.D < e;r, it follows that 
e,$ < e, ,( 1 and so 
[I : J(a)] = [I : J] p(a)-’ e-* d clp(a)-‘. 
By the previous lemma, we may take a fundamental domain for J(a) of diam- 
eter bounded by csp(~l)-r’~. Therefore we may choose coset representatives 
of J(Lx)@) in J(“) which satisfy 1 x,y IV < c,P(~)“‘~ for v E S, . Then 
c’(a) is bounded by the number of (x, y) E J(*) with ( x,y IV < c&cx)-~‘~ 
for all v E S, , which are S-reduced, and which satisfy 0(F(x, y)) = 01. But 
since the last condition may be replaced by Ij F(x, y) [IV < 01~ for v E S,, , 
by Lemma 13 we have that this number is O(p(ol)-l). 
Define the constant c, = c:~ by 
co = C cFJ(t4) ~(cL)(*~-~)/~ (e”)“. 
UEV 
The convergence is assured by the following lemma which we shall not prove. 
LEnlM.4 16. Let a, r, ,... , rK be real numbers with 0 < a < (Q) and 
0 < rg < 1 for i = l,..., k. Thelz 
-pyl...$k= O(a(log a-l)‘-l) 
where the sum is taken over all n, ,..., n, such that n, ,..., n, >, 0 and 
Pl 
% . ..Q<a. 
Since c(a) = 0 if 01~ > e;l for any v E S, , there are only a finite number of 
nonzero terms in the sum for c, such that p(~)(~-~)l~ 3 (&). But the sum of 
the remaining nonzero terms is majorized by a constant times a series of the 
type as in the lemma with a =p(ol) - [a 2)fd. Hence the series converges. 
Apparently c,, depends on the choices of members of fl and the e,‘s. Actually 
it does not. This will be apparent after proving the final asymptotic formula 
for one set of choices. 
COROLLARY. Suppose H < (a) and s > r. Then 
CM p(~>H44 PW - 2)/d e4 = Co + O(H'd-2'/d(log H-l)s-r-1). 
Proof. This is immediate from the lemma. We merely note that H < (2) 
guarantees that ~(a)@~)‘~ < & ( )- 
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Let J be an arbitrary ideal of K. Put /j J /IS = nVeS jl J &r. Let the state- 
ment g(F, J) be: the number, @J(R), of orbits of the action of US on IQ’! 
which meet Jt2) and such that, if (x, y) is a representative of such an orbit, 
then Ls IIF Ill) < 4 is 
c$&J’(B /I J ll;yd + O((B I/ J lI+2N-1)‘N(d-21 (log (B I/ j I!Sd))t) 
where J’ E d is in the same class as 1. Let I denote the algebraic integers of K. 
PROPOSITION 4. If the statement .“P(F, J) is true for J E f and F with 
coejicients in I, then it is true for arbitrary ideals and forms with coefficients in IC. 
Proof. First suppose J E f, but that F has coefficients in K. There is 
some a E I such that aF has coefficients in 1. Choose a such that noeS (/ a /I ;, 
is minimized. Note that our assumptions on the roots of F hold also for aF. 
Hence *p(aF, J) is true. The condition nVES [/ F(x, y) 112) < B is equivalent to 
LS II (4 (x9 Y> /lo d B JLs II a Ilv . Hence 
G(B) = naF(B gs II a II,>- 
By a remark at the beginning of this section, 
CZF 
c, = c, F J II a ll,2’d. 
m 
For z, E S, , j/F@, y) [IV = aV implies j( (aF) (x, y) jjV = olzi /j a (IV . Hence if 
Al, = B(a), thenp(ol,)-s c”(a) = caF( CUX~ ) since the number of cosets of J(olo1,)@ 
in J(a)@) is ~(a,)-~. Note that the choice of e,‘s which worked for F also 
works for aF. Therefore we may assume eF = eaF in the definition of c, . 
We now easily see that 
f$” z C ~““(a) p(~)(2d-z)‘d e* 
u. 
= T cF(a~~l) p(aJ2 p(u~)(~“-~)‘~ e4
= T cF(c@‘) p(or~~~‘)(~~-“)‘~ p(c ,)-~‘~ e* 
= coFp(ct,)-*/~. 
Hence, assembling the above information, one computes that g(F, J) is true. 
In the error term, one gets B nveS jj a (IV appearing instead of B, but this 
extra factor may be absorbed if we let the “0” depend on aF and a. But since 
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a was chosen in a manner determined by F, then dependence on aF and a 
is the same as dependence on F. 
Now we shall suppose that F has arbitrary coefficients and that J is an 
arbitrary ideal and prove B(F, J). Let a J = J’ E f for some a E K*. Con- 
sider the mapping from J c2) to J’t2) given by (x, y) --f (ax, ay). This is a 
bijection which preserves orbits of Us . Moreover, the condition 
JJ?,,, 1) F(x, y) /I.u < B is equivalent to 
Hence clearly 
nFaJ(B) = nFsJ’(B n (j a I!:). 
oes 
But for o $ S, , (1 J’ &, = (1 a (I,, (I J /IU. Therefore when substituting in the 
formula for @T~‘(B nIueS // a /l,d), we have that 
(B gs II a II,“> II J’ II? = B Gs II a II,” gs II a lld II J llZd = B II J II?. 
Hence we get that Y(F, J) is true. 
5. LATTICE-POINT COUNTING 
Put h = (d - 2)-l. Let c be a positive-integer constant depending on 
initial data and q a constant to be chosen as large as desired depending on 
initial data. Put 8 = h(N - 1) N-l. Note that 8 = 0 if N = 1 and 6 > 0 if 
Iv> 1. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let J be an integral ideal of index CP where P is an integer 
satisfyifzg 1 < P < BchlN’fs. Then the number of (x, y) in a$xed coset of Jt2) 
which sati& j x, y Is < qBh/Nfor all z1 E S, , (x, y) E C, and 
is 
C,C-2B21dp(2-2dVd + O(B’2N-l,hINp(l-2N,lN). 
Proof. Put ,!3 = qBfi/N. The fixed coset of J(“) is embedded in W as a 
lattice and we want the number of lattice points in D&BP) n C. Since the 
volume of a fundamental domain for our lattice is 4-Q 19 I c2P2 and the 
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diameter is bounded by clP1fN, we have (see [2], p. 604) that the number of 
Iattice points is 
4’2 j 9 j--l c-~P-~ vol (D,(BP) n C) + O(C-~P--~ vol (a(D&BP) 17 C) [clP1’Q 
where vol denotes volume in W. Let a = (BP)-lINd. 
First we shall show that pa is sufficiently large depending on initial data 
and that c,P~‘~u < /3a. One computes that /3a > qB(“ldN’(2-N-1-Sh-X’= But 
2 - N-r - ah-1 > 0 since 8 < h. Hence by choosing q sufficiently large, we 
accomplish our purpose. As for the second statement, it will be satisfied if 
@(hIN)+@I* < qBhlN. But the conditions on S guarantee that h/N > 
((h/N) + 6),/N. Hence by taking q > c, , we satisfy the second statement. 
Since (see Section 2) /3a is sufficiently large, we have that 
~01 (D&BP) n C) = vol (D(l) n C) (Bp)Z/d + O((BP)(2d-l)l’2d~N(5-2djiZ). 
By computation, the error term here becomes O(BhldP(2”-1”2d). Therefore 
4’2 / f-J? 1-l c-‘2p-2 vol (D&BP) n C) = c,/~2/dp’2-2d”d + O(Bhldp’-“d-Wd). 
Computation reveals that this error term is absorbed in that of the find 
answer. 
Apply fa to W. Then a(D&BP) n C) [c~P”~] is taken into 
??(I+&) n C) [cIPIINa]. By Proposition 3, 
~01 (a(D,,(l) n C) [c~PWZ] 
= O((/~U)~~-~ P1lNa) = O(B ((2N-l)h/N)-(Z/d)P-(Z/d)fN-I) 
by computation. Hence, multiplying by (BP)zfd, we get 
~01 (B(DB(BP) n C) [clPIIN] = O(B(2N-1’hINP@). 
Substituting above we get the required formula. 
6. UNBOUNDED SOLUTIONS 
In this section we shall obtain an estimate for the number of solutions 
which have values greater than a certain bound at S, I Let K* act on KY”!* 
by componentwise multiplication. Then (x, y) and (u, W) are in the same 
orbit if and only if (x/y) = (U/W) (assuming y # 0). 
LEMMA 17. Let J be an integral ideal and assume that F has coeficients in 1. 
Let (x, y) E p* represent an mbit of the action of K* and suppose that 
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ILs llF(x,y) lh d B. Then the number of orbits of U, which are contained 
in this orbit of K*, which Tizeet Jcp), and which satis-y nvaS [I Flu, zu) )I0 < B 
for a representative (u, w), is O(Wg). 
Proof. For a E K*, (ax., ay) ranges over an orbit of K*. If (ar, ay) 
represents an orbit of Us of the above type, we may assume that 
ILs llF(w 4 lIzi < B and (ax, ay) E J @)*. Correcting a by a factor from 
Us , we may further assume that (( F(ax, ay) (jzI < &IS for v E S, or 
1 lld 
II a lIzI < W”’ IIWGY) IL > . 
For v $ S, since (ax, ay) and the coefficients of F are integral at v, we have 
jlF(ax, ay) IJ.u < 1, or 
II a IL G II WG Y) IL?. 
Therefore a is contained in a fixed parallelotope of volume O(Bl/“) and so 
there are O(B1ld) possible a’s. 
LEMMA 18. Let J be an integral ideal. Let (x, y) E J(“) n C be S-reduced 
and B su$iciently large. Suppose nuES jj F(r, y) jjV < B. Then / x, y IV < B5/N” 
for v E S, . 
Proof. Our hypotheses imply 
For a E K*, put H(a) = j&u%, max (1, jl a I[,). Then Ii is the height function 
and it satisfies H(x/y) = nanv /j X, y \I0 . Therefore IJ.ueS ]j X, y /ID > H(x/y) 
since J is integral. Hence 
since d > 2. By Roth’s theorem, there exists a constant ca > 0 such that 
has no solutions. We may conclude that, in the above, 
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or, since 
that 
Therefore 
for V ES, since (x, y) E C. Therefore 1 X, y IV < c;~‘~~BZ’N~ < B5jN” 
for B sufficiently large. 
LEMMA 19. dssume the same hypotheses as in the preceding lemma. Let A 
be a root of F corresponding to v E S. Then // (x/y) - X !jll > Bd6. 
Proof. For some c1 > 0, 
has no solutions by the same argument as in the preceding proof. Hence for 
all (X, y) E IV”‘* 
But for (x, y) satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma, ] x,y IV < B5fNd for 
v E S, and \ x‘, y j B < 1 for v E S, . Hence ne.,, Ij X, y I\“, < (B6/d)d = R5. 
Therefore 
But this implies /I (x/y) - X Ilz’ >, Bd6 f or all v E S and X associated with z’. 
Next we must prove an elementary combinatorial lemma. 
LEMMA 20. Let 0 < p < (3) azd k > 0 be fixed real numbers. Consider 
s-tuples (a, ,..., a,$) E R” satisfying p < ai < 1 for all i and a, *.a a, < k. 
Then we may partition the family of such s-tuples into O((logp-l)s) classes such 
that if (al ,..., a,) and (b, ,..., b,) are in the same class, then 
(a, + b,) *** (a, + b,) < 38k. 
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Proof. Let n be the least positive integer such that n-l < p. Then 
ai , iji > z-l for all i. Say (aI ,..., a,) and (b, ,..., !I,) are in the same class if 
2’%-1 ,< ni < 2m+1rz-1 implies 2%-l < 6, < 2”+4-r for all i. The number of 
classes necessary to achieve this partition is clearly O((log n)s) = O((logp-1)“) 
since m must satisfy 2 nz+ln-l < 1. Finally, this partition works since 
ai + bi < ai + 2ai = 34 , and therefore n:=, (ai + &) < 3%. 
Let J E f. We are interested in counting the number of orbits of the 
action of U, on P2) which meet J@) and satisfy nTvEs (1 F(x, y) (IV < B for a 
representative (Y, y) (note that the choice of representative is immaterial since 
HUES IIF jjzl is constant on the orbits). We can immediately exclude the 
orbit of (0,O) from consideration. By Lemma 11, each of the remaining 
orbits has a unique representative which is S-reduced and lies in C. But we 
observe that if an orbit meets Jf2), then its special representative lies in ]t2) 
(since (1 J jjzl = 1 for er E S’s). Hence we are interested in counting S-reduced 
members of 1’“) A C which satisfy nvss [IF(x, y) [[.U < B. 
LEMMA 21. Let J E f. We may partition the S-reduced members of 
J(“) n C satisfri?g HIVES /I F(x, y) /jz) < B into O((log B)S) classes uch that if 
(x, y) and (u, w) are in the same class, represent d#erent orbits of the action of 
K*, and satk-fy 1 x,y I9 < ) u, w jul , then 1 u, w Iv1 > cB-lIN 1 x,y If;‘. 
Proof. By dividing such solutions into at most 2”sd classes, we may assume 
that mini (1, /I (x/y) - Aj 11,) < 1 if and only if minj (1, /I (U/W) - Aj 11,) < 1 
for all z, E S, and furthermore, that the minimum is assumed for the same 
roots for each z, E S. Suppose the minimums are less than one for the absolute 
values in S’ C S. Then 
Similarly, 
Hence, by the preceding lemma, by partitioning each class of the type as at 
the beginning of the proof into O((log B)“) subclasses (Lemma 19 is being 
used here), we may assume that 
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since xu! - yu f 0, nuGs 11 xw - yu /IV > 1, and 
Ii xw - UY Ill) G 4 II X? Y llzi II % w IIW for v E s. 
Therefore 
Iu, w 1; > COB-1 1 x,y p--r). 
Taking Nth roots, we have the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let h = (d - 2)-l, ] E $, and let q be suj?cie@y large 
(see Section 5). Then the number of (x, y) E /ci?l n C which are S-reduced 
and satisf~r nzrEs jjF(x, y) /jU < B and j x, y I8 > qB”lN for some zi E S,m ? 
is O(B1ld(log B)S+l). 
Proof. If (x, y), (u, ZU) are as in the previous lemma, then we may write 
(cB--~/N)~ / u, w ICI >, ((cBW~)~ j x,y l.l,,)d-l. Hence if (x0 , ys),..., (x, ,,vPJ 
satisfy the hypotheses of the proposition, are in the same class according to 
Lemma 21, and represent distinct orbits of the action of KY*, and if 
I%tYojv <.‘.<l.%n,Y I I. ?n T , , then 
((cB-‘IN)” / x0 , y,, jq)m(d-l) < (cB-~!~)~ 1 xm ,ym !2,1 < clB4jNd. 
We have used Lemma 18 and the fact that - h/N < - I/Nd. But since 
/ x0 , y. jyl > c2qBhlN, one has 
(cB-~‘~Y I xo , yo Iv1 b c3q 3 2 
for q sufficiently large. Therefore 2rrl(d-1) < c1B41Nd and so m = O(log B). 
From Lemma 17, the number of (x, y) E J(“) n C which are S-reduced, 
satisfy lJwEs /j F(x, y) /IV < B, and are in a fixed orbit of K* is O(B1ld). Hence 
the number of solutions wanted in the proposition is O(B1’d(log B)“+l). 
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7. THE ASYMPTOTIC FORMULA 
LEMMA 22. Let 0 < H < (+), s > r, and J E d. Then the number q 
S-reduced (x, y) E J(z) which satisfy j x, y (a < Q for all v E S, , an< 
Ls~ II F(x, Y) IL d H, is O(ffQ2N(log H-l)s-T-l). 
Proof. For v E S, , ler n, be the integer which generates 1;‘, . Suppose rr 
is the largest of these. Then if 01 E Y such that p(a) < H, it is clear there is 
some 01’ E Y such that 01, < a.: for all v E S,, and n-lH <~(a’) ,( H. Hence 
the solutions of p(e(F(x, y))) < H are among those of [( F(x, y) [12) < 01.~ for 
all v E S, where a! satisfies n-lH <p(a) ,< H. A simple combinatorial argu- 
ment tells us that the number of such 01 is O((log H-l)S-+l). For a fixed such 
01, the number of (x, y) is O(p(cx) QaN) by L emma 13. Hence the result follows. 
Let J be an ideal of K and put 
II I Ils = n II I IL+ 
O&S 
Let F be a binary form over K of degree d > 4iV and having no repeated 
roots and no roots in K. 
THEOREM. Thx? number of (x, y) E Jt2), module the action of the S-units, 
which satisfy J&S /I F(x, y) /lzi < B zk 
c,c,,(B 11 J [I$)2’d I- O((B II / IISd)(2N-1)‘N(d-2) (1% P II J IlS”>)“) 
where c, and c, are as in Section 4 and t = s - 1 ;f K = Q and equals zevo 
otherwise. The constant c, depends upon the ideal class of J, and the error term 
is o(main term). 
Proof. By Proposition 4, we may assume J E $ and that F has coefficients 
in I. We want the number of (x, y) E J(a) n C which are S-reduced and 
satisfy l-IeEs jj F(x, y) lIzI < B. As usual, let h = (d - 2)-l. 
First suppose that I x, y IV 3 qBhIN for some v E S, . Then Proposition 6 
gives us the number of these solutions. But since (l/d) < h, one sees easily 
that (l/d) < (2N - I) h/N. H ence this number is absorbed in the error term 
of the theorem. 
We may assume that 1 x, y JV < qBhlN for all v E S, . If s = Y, then 
applying Proposition 5 with c = [I : J] and P = 1, we have the asymptotic 
formuIa of the theorem (with c, = 1) since (I J /Is = [I: J]. 
We may now assume that s > Y. Let (x, y) as above satisfy 
n /I F&y) I\,, < B--(hIN)--S 
ues, 
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where 6 is a constant satisfying the conditions at the beginning of Section 5. 
Then by the preceding lemma, the number of such (x, y) is 
q~-‘hlN’-s+‘h(log qs-T-1). 
If N = 1, then S = 0 and this becomes O(B(WN-l)“lN(log B)S--7-i) which is 
absorbed in the error term of the final result. If iV > 1, then since 6 > 0, the 
number is O(B (ZN-l)h/N) w ic a h h g rees with the ultimate error term. 
Hence we are reduced to the case that (x, y) as in the hypotheses also 
satisfies j x,y I0 < qBhlN for all o E S, and I&,, j\F(x, y) 111) > H, where 
H = B-(h!N)-S. The number of such (x, y) is 
where h(ol) is the number of (x, y) such that B(F(x, y)) = 01. But h(acj = C(E) /Z(E) 
where k(a) is the number of (x, y) in a coset of J(N)(*) in J@j which satisfy 
I 32, y Iv d qBhlN for all VES,, 
ILm il f%, Y) IL d 4+F, and (x, y) 5 C. By Proposition 5 with 
P = p(a)-‘, we see that K(E) is 
cr$ : fl-2e4B2/d ~(~)(2d--2)ld + O(B(~-l)hlNp(,)(2N-l)/Nj 
where c = [I : J] e-s since [I: J(E)] = [I: J] e-p(,)-l. Hence the total 
number is 
= c,(B II J lISdyd 
( 
p,F,Hc(m) ~(DI)(‘~-‘)‘~ e4) 
a/ 
since [I: J] = ji J &i for J E 6. We h ave introduced a power of Ij J Ijs 
into the error term, but j E $ implies this constant depends upon initial 
data. If N > 1, then 
.(~;;RC(OI)p(ol)c2N-l)lN = 0 
since F having integral coefficients implies c(a) = 0 if LX* > 1 for any v E S, . 
If N = 1, then the number of OL satisfying a, < 1 for v E S,, and p(m) > H is 
1x4 MAY 
clearly O((log H-l)s-l). Applying the corollary of Lemma 16, the formula 
above reduces to 
c,(f) ,, J Ilsy(Co + O(B-((h/N)+6)(d--g)'d(logB)S-~-1)) 
+ O((B II J Ilsd)(2N-1)h’N(log (B II J llm, 
where t = s - 1 if N = 1 and 0 otherwise. The second error term is precisely 
that of the final asymptotic formula. We also get a term of form 
O((B II J ll,“)a (log (B II J l&3-T-1) w h ere a = (2/d) - ((h/N) + 8) (d - 2)/d. 
One notes that 
2 
f 
h d-2 
add--jif- d ) 
2N-1 (2N-1)h 
=7< 
N * 
Hence this term is absorbed in the final error term. We now have proved the 
asymptotic formula. The final statement about the error term follows since 
(2N - l)/(d - 2) N < (2/d) is equivalent to d > 4N. 
COROLLARY. Let Ngla denote the norm j?om K to Q. Then, module the 
action of the units of K,, the number of (x, y) E J(“), such that 
I Kua(+, Y)) I S 4 is 
c,co(BNgla(J)-“)“‘” + O((BN,,,(J)-“)““-“‘N’“-2,). 
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